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Health FSAs - Full and Limited

Termination of employment

Change in employment status

New election

Relief allows employers to re-open Health FSAs for

employees who lost access to their account in the calendar

year of 2020 and/or 2021.

Loss of election is one of the following events:
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Health FSAs - Full and Limited

Unused benefits (the full annual election)

Contributions to date

Employers can choose what type of fund access a

terminated FSA Accountholder has access to:

This option is elective and does not take away the

employer's responsibility to offer COBRA.

The IRS Notice does not provide insight as to how employers

notify terminated accountholders of this spend down

opportunity.
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Health FSAs - Full and Limited

Up until the end of the plan year in which the loss of

coverage occurred (this would include a standard or

extended Grace Period)

A shorter period of time

Employers can choose the time period in which the

individual has access to spend down their account:

For clients that adopted Carryover and/or whose plan year

(including any applicable Grace Period) has already ended,

this relief cannot be extended to termination events that

occurred in 2020 based on the above timing restrictions.
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Impact to Systems

This type of concept was not considered when building

administrative software or benefit administration systems.

Such systems may not be able to be adapted to support

some of the options employers now have.

Igoe's system is able to support this relief option. However,

we are reliant on incoming data to tell our system how to

behave.
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Impact to Existing Datafeeds

A termination date that is the end of the plan year

An annual election value that is equal to contributions to

date if the spend down is limited to account

contributions OR the actual annual election if the spend

down allows access to full benefits

If you use a BenAdmin system or send data to Igoe in an

electronic format, please make sure your vendor can support

our data requirements and determine what costs are

associated with making updates to the file feed if needed.

In order to support spend down,  EDI would need to

communicate the following:
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Employer Considerations

Consider if you have any individuals that would benefit

from this offering

Consider whether or not your plan design will support

this option for events that have taken place in 2020 or

2021

Consider impact to incoming EDI 

NOTE: most EDI files are full files. That means that

even if a manual account correction is made to open a

terminated Health FSA, incoming EDI files will

overwrite that manual correction.
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Get to know our resources

Contact  the Compliance Team at compliance@goigoe.com if

you need to set up time for a personal consultation

Need Help?

 

http://goigoe.com/

